
 
  
What are the demographic changes that will most affect the arts over the 
next 20 years? 
 

There is substantial evidence that there are significant demographic changes which will 

have a demonstrable impact by 2025.  

• The world population is growing, but little of that growth will take place in what is 

currently considered the developed world.  

• The population in the UK is ageing significantly, and living longer.  

• The proportion of the population with further or higher education will grow rapidly.  

• Non-traditional households are showing the fastest growth and challenge 

assumptions about married families with children.  

• Women are becoming the major force in the labour market and full time permanent 

employment is no longer a given.  

• The proportion of the population from ethnic groups will continue to rise, albeit slowly 

and will continue to be concentrated in major urban centres.  

• The idea of community is changing with more emphasis on groups of friends; 

therefore people who share the same work or enjoy the same cultural activity may be 

more relevant predictors of behaviour than age or geographical location.  

• As a broad generalisation, the population will have more disposable income to spend 

on the arts, but less time to spend it.  

 

We should not forget that the rapidly ageing population that we all fear will not be made up of 

people with the behaviours and life experiences of those now at retirement age, but of people 

currently in the middle of their lives; the majority of people at this conference for example will 

be in their 50s and 60s when that age group becomes the majority for the first time in 2020. 

“The leaders of 2015 are in their twenties and thirties today; their values are largely formed. 

The old of 2015 are the baby boomers whose values were formed in the 1960s and who will 

probably still be wearing jeans and listening to the Rolling Stones in their 70s.”1 Also, all 

population changes are affected by behavioural and attitudinal change; with the proliferation 

of new and freely available media, digitalisation now a reality and the i-pod this year’s 

Christmas gift, we are already adjusting to the idea that the arts are having to compete in an 

increasingly occupied leisure market, across all brackets of age and wealth.  
                                                 
1 Government paper ‘ the future and how to Think about It’ 



 
 

It seems to us, with the insight of a straw poll that the use of demographic data as a serious 

tool in arts programming or marketing lags behind that of other sectors. For example, whilst 

private sector leisure clubs are now running special, relatively gentle classes in aerobics and 

activities to meet the needs of their elderly members, and some - such as LA Fitness - have 

even begun running OAP singles nights2, all business driven initiatives, almost all the major 

arts funding bodies including the Lottery still cite young people as their key funding target.  

Should we see this purely as a failure to respond on behalf of the cultural sector, or is it also 

evidence that the arts must continue to find and develop young audiences for both traditional 

and new forms of cultural shared experience as well as responding to a larger, older 

clientele? With the young in a potentially neglected minority, will we run the risk of making 

certain artforms obsolete, and missing opportunities for creating new ones?  

 

The evidence indicates that boundaries between commercial and not-for-profit activity in the 

cultural sector will continue to blur, and while the arts will increasingly contribute to economic 

growth they in turn will have to find new ways to exploit cultural ‘products’.  This raises the 

issue of whether the arts continue to be seen as a ‘public good’, providing activity which is not 

led solely by demand.  How will the arts protect both quality and novelty of experience in a 

world where predictions of audience attendance and response are ever easier to calculate? 

There may in fact be an increasing need for local, intimate artistic engagement, not in 

competition with, but as counterpoint to mass produced entertainment.  

 

 

The question we would pose then is how any of these changes can or should be addressed 

by those who create art or create the circumstances in which art can be created? Should we 

just assume that, with the cultural sector’s proven ability to respond to a rapidly changing 

world, we are well placed to cope with demographic shifts, and that the arts will continue to 

have a powerful role in reflecting the voice of ever more diverse minorities? And should we be 

looking with concern at static arts audiences, especially for time specific, time consuming live 

performance and finding imaginative ways to refocus our efforts now in order to ensure that 

there is an arts sector in the future?  

 

                                                 
2 Guardian Special Report 



 
We welcome the efforts of the Mission Money & Models Symposium to help us in exploring 

the issues raised and offer the following website links which have provided us with a much 

needed and thoughtful background to the subject. 

 

Moira Sinclair, Clore Fellow 

Erica Whyman, Clore Fellow 

 

 
www.number-10.gov.uk/su/future/future.shtml#top 
 
Government paper ‘The Future and how to Think about It’. Main conclusions – the process of 

thinking about the future may be more important than the result and that the skills needed to 

respond in a rapidly changing world are essential. 

 
 
www.guardian.co.uk/population/Story/0,2763,1130742,00.html 
 
Guardian Special report ‘Living with The Human Timebomb’ examining the implications of an 

ageing population. 

 

www.newaudiences.org.uk/feature.php?essential_audiences_20030501_index 

Arts Council England New Audiences Site. Includes data from the Henley Centre (published 

in 2000) examining demographic and other data to paint a picture of what Britain will be like in 

2010 and what this will mean for the arts. It also includes an essay by Robert Hewison on the 

cultural landscape in 2010. 

 
www.metier.org.uk/php/index.php?section=ProjectsMetier&pid=11&id=55 

Profile of the arts and entertainment sector and its workforce from Metier 

www.a-m-a.co.uk/bulletin3/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=11 

Article ‘What’s going on with audiences and what are the implications?’ by Stephen Cashman 

 



 
How do other sectors use or view the use of demographics? 
 
www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m4021/is_8_26/ai_n6220884 
 

“Mass marketing techniques of yesteryear, powered largely by demographic data, very often 

missed their intended marks. The strategy was more like a scattershot approach to acquiring 

new customers. While effective at delivering messages to the masses, it failed miserably as a 

dual-directional mode of communication with consumers, making campaign effectiveness 

guesswork as marketers had difficulty tracking campaign results. That's not to say that 

demographic data was not valuable. It provides marketers much needed details such as age, 

sex and location of consumers, but it could not provide marketers with two critical marketing 

components: consumer behavior and attitudinal information…………………….” 

www.businessballs.com/demographicsclassifications.htm 

Demographics classifications -free social grade definitions and demographics classifications 
and geodemographic classes 

 

How do arts organisations currently use demographics? 

www.canadacouncil.ca/publications_e/statistics/ka127234212606718750.htm 

Overview of Key Demographic Trends - Possible Impact on Canadian Arts Attendance 
 

www.crd.bc.ca/arts/RASP/Appendix_M/workshop1.pdf 

Discussion Paper on the Trends and Demographics Impacting the Regional Arts Strategic 

Plan (Canadian) 

 
www.datadepot.co.uk/cs-arts.asp 

Case Studies from DataDepot, CACI’s specialist bureau service, who offer demographics, 

marketing and mapping solutions for the UK and Europe as well as “off-the-shelf” reports and 

data files for use in GIS or other mapping packages. 

www.britishcouncil.org/diversity/disability_demo.htm 



 
British Council site using demographic information to make the case for improved goods and 

services 

www.cre.gov.uk/publs/connections/conn_02su_art.html. 

Article by Bonnie Greer and Shobana Jeyasingh asking whether cultural diversity funding 
leads to good art or mediocrity. 

 


